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My Name Is Asher Lev Chaim Potok
THE STORY: MY NAME IS ASHER LEV follows the journey of a young Jewish painter torn between his Hassidic upbringing and
his desperate need to fulfill his artistic promise. When his artistic genius threatens to destroy his relationship with his paren
My Name is Asher LevFawcett
These books of the Bible, despite their differences, all treat the phenomenon of what it means to live wisely before God. In this
readable commentary, Ellen Davis points out that the writers of these books considered wisdom--and the fruits of wisdom, a wellordered life and a peaceful mind--to be within the grasp of anyone wholeheartedly desiring it. Books in the Westminster Bible
Companion series assist laity in their study of the Bible as a guide to Christian faith and practice. Each volume explains the biblical
book in its original historical context and explores its significance for faithful living today. These books are ideal for individual study
and for Bible study classes and groups.
For Davita Chandal, growing up in New York in the 1930s and '40s is an experience of indescribable joy—and unfathomable
sadness. Her loving parents, both fervent radicals, fill her with the fiercely bright hope for a new, better world. But the deprivations
of war and the Depression take their ruthless toll. And Davita, unexpectedly, finds in the Jewish faith that her mother had long ago
abandoned both a solace to her questioning inner pain and a test of her budding spirit of independence. To her, life's elusive
possibilities for happiness, for fulfillment, for decency, become as real and resonant as the music of the small harp that hangs on
her door, welcoming all guests with its sweet, gentle tones. Praise for Davita's Harp “Rich . . . enchanting . . . [Chaim] Potok's
bravest book.”—The New York Times Book Review “It is an enormous pleasure to sink into such a rich . . . solidly written novel.
The reader knows from the first few pages that he is in the hands of a sure professional who won't let him down.”—People
“Engrossing . . . Filled with a host of richly drawn characters. Potok is a master storyteller.”—Chicago Tribune “Gripping and
intriguing . . . A well-told tale that needed telling.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
This collection of 150 great books is designed to motivate student exploration and is divided into ten units presenting experiences
common to people in all times and societies. All of the titles will not be suitable for all students, but something will interest each
individual reader.
The prophets of the Old Testament use a wide variety of metaphors to describe God and to portray how to understand people in
relation to God. This text searches the prophetic books for these metaphors, looking for ways in which the different images
intersect and build off each other.
Chaim Potok was a world-class writer and scholar, a Conservative Jew who wrote from and about his tradition and the conflicts between
observance and acculturation. With a plain, straightforward style, his novels were set against the moral, spiritual, and intellectual currents of
the twentieth century. This collection aims to widen the lens through which we read Chaim Potok and to establish him as an authentic
American writer who created unforgettable characters forging American identities for themselves while retaining their Jewish nature. The
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essays illuminate the central struggle in Potok’s novels, which results from a profound desire to reconcile the appeal of modernity with the
pull of traditional Judaism. The volume includes a memoir by Adena Potok and ends with Chaim Potok’s “My Life as a Writer,” a speech he
gave at Penn State in 1982. Aside from the editor, the contributors are Victoria Aarons, Nathan P. Devir, Jane Eisner, Susanne Klingenstein,
S. Lillian Kremer, Jessica Lang, Sanford E. Marovitz, Kathryn McClymond, Hugh Nissenson, Adena Potok, and Jonathan Rosen.
The stories gathered in these pages lay bare the power of the arts to unsettle and rework deeply ingrained religious beliefs and practices.
This book grounds its narrative in the accounts of 82 Evangelicals who underwent a sea-change of religious identity through the intervention
of the arts. "There never would have been an undoing of my conservative Evangelical worldview" confides one young man, "without my
encounter with the transcendent work of Mark Rothko on that rainy afternoon in London's Tate Modern." "The characters in The Brothers
Karamazov began to feel like family to me," reports another individual, "and the doubts of Ivan Karamazov slowly saturated my soul." As their
stories unfold, the subjects of the study describe the arts as sources of, by turns, "defamiliarization," "comfort in uncertainty," "a stand-in for
faith" and a "surrogate transcendence." Drawing on memoirs, interviews, and field notes, Philip Salim Franics explores the complex
interrelationship of religion and art in the modern West, and offers an important new resource for on-going debates about the role of the arts
in education and social life.
A courageous Community quietly opted for a life of poverty and the discipline of prayer. With time and care to understand people’s hidden
pains, their open meal-table usually rocked with laughter. This authorised account captures the humour, tragedy, inspiration and insight - and
the life-changing impact that reached across the world.
This study addresses the centrality of Christ in Paul's thought, recognizing at the same time that he does not express the meaning of Christ
as an existing teaching. Christ as a person, not a teaching, determines Paul's thinking, for himself and in his reasoning with his readers.
Christ comes to expression in Paul as the explication of the fundamental reality for himself and for his readers. He develops his thoughts
about Christ in each case anew as expressions of the Lord who determines his life and the lives of his readers. In his reasoning with his
readers, he expects them to become aware of Christ as the one who determines them in their new lives as believers.
Over the Top Judaism offers criticism of scores of television episodes and films, mainly between 1980 and 2002, that highlight the beliefs and
practices of Judaism, real or perceived. Author Elliot Gertel examines parallels and precedents in both media, and organizes the works
topically, concluding with the most promising efforts. Chapters on classic television episodes cite interviews with writers and producers from
Gertel's rare oral histories.
The novelist records the anguish and triumphs of a young painter as he emerges into the great world of art and rejects all else.

Scholar, teacher, playwright, and editor, Sarah Blacher Cohen was one of the earliest champions of the study of
American Jewish literature, a field of academic study that has been in existence for barely thirty-five years. Over the
years until her premature death in 2008, she contributed to the discipline in a profusion of genres, from scholarly to
popular, from essay to drama, writing or editing seven books of her own. She also wrote and produced several plays with
her longtime collaborator, Joanne B. Koch. This special volume (29) of the annual, Studies in American Jewish Literature
(ISSN 0271-9274), the journal edited by Daniel Walden, contains a range of tributes from her many friends and
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colleagues.
Alfred Dreyfus saw himself caught in a phantasmagoria, a great complex enigma that needed to be solved, but all the
clues seemed to be an hallucination, a will-o’-th’-wisp, or what George Sand called “orblutes”. This book examines how
Dreyfus and his wife found a powerful new kind of love through Jewish themes at the same time as they were forced to
conceal their true identities. To see how Jewish Dreyfus was, the book explores his background in Alsatian culture, in the
cosmopolitan Judaism of Paris, and in the customs of Mediterranean Jewry. A close reading of the Court Martial in
Rennes shows Dreyfus as more than the “zinc puppet” he was called; the scenario emerging as a variation of horror
fantasies popular in the fin de siècle. The book asks two questions: why did Dreyfus prefer Meissonier’s paintings to the
Impressionists and Post-Impressionists we admire so much; and, why, although he appreciated Zola’s efforts on his
behalf, did he not refer to his novels?
A Study Guide for Chaim Potok's "My Name Is Asher Lev," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This
concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your
research needs.
Modern art can be confusing and intimidating--even ugly and blasphemous. And yet curator and art critic Daniel A.
Siedell finds something else, something much deeper that resonates with the human experience. With over thirty essays
on such diverse artists as Andy Warhol, Thomas Kinkade, Diego Velazquez, Robyn O'Neil, Claudia Alvarez, and Andrei
Rublev, Siedell offers a highly personal approach to modern art that is informed by nearly twenty years of experience as
a museum curator, art historian, and educator. Siedell combines his experience in the contemporary art world with a
theological perspective that serves to deepen the experience of art, allowing the work of art to work as art and not covert
philosophy or theology, or visual illustrations of ideas, meanings, and worldviews. Who's Afraid of Modern Art? celebrates
the surprising beauty of art that emerges from and embraces pain and suffering, if only we take the time to listen. Indeed,
as Siedell reveals, a painting is much more than meets the eye. So, who's afraid of modern art? Siedell's answer might
surprise you.
If the church is more than just a building, what could it mean to live in it--to inhabit it as a way of life? From their location
in new monastic communities, Otto, Stock, and Wilson-Hartgrove ask what the church can learn from St. Benedict's vows
of conversion, obedience, and stability about how to live as the people of God in the world. In story-telling and serious
engagement with Scripture, old wisdom breathes life into a new monasticism. But, like all monastic wisdom, these
reflections are not just for monks. They speak directly to the challenge of being the church in America today and the good
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news Christ offers for the whole world.
An in-depth study of the eight major novels by renowned Jewish-American writer, Chaim Potok.
Study guide to Chaim Potok's novel TMy Name is Asher Lev', one of the texts which may be studied for the VCE English course. Part of the
TWizard Study Guide' series and written by an experienced specialist currently teaching senior English. Each title in the series includes a
profile of the author, and explanation of genre and structure, a chapter-by-chapter synopsis and commentary, and discussion of themes and
issues. The guides also include a review of the response of critics, advice on how to approach the exam, examples of topic analysis and
planning and a sample of a literary essay response and a creative response.
A fascinating history of the Jews, told by a master novelist, here is Chaim Potok's fascinating, moving four thousand-year history. Recreating
great historical events, exporing Jewish life in its infinite variety and in many eras and places, here is a unique work by a singular Jewish
voice.
Presents a reference on Jewish American literature providing profiles of Jewish American writers and their works.
Literature Suppressed on Religious Grounds, Revised Edition profiles the censorship of many such essential works of literature. The entries
new to this edition include extensive coverage of the Harry Potter series, which has been frequently banned in the United States on the
grounds that it promotes witchcraft, as well as entries on two popular textbook series, The Witches by Roald Dahl, Women Without Men: A
Novel of Modern Iran, and more. Also included are updates to such entries as The Satanic Verses by Salman Rushdie and On the Origin of
Species by Charles Darwin.
History tells us that translation plays a part in the development of all cultures. Historical cases also show us repeatedly that translated works
which had real social and cultural impact often bear little resemblance to the idealized concept of a 'good translation'. Since the perception
and reception of translated works — as well as the translation norms which are established through contest and/or consensus — reflect the
concerns, preferences and aspirations of their host cultures, they are never static or homogenous even within a given culture. This book is
dedicated to exploring some of the factors in the interplay of culture and translation, with an emphasis on translation activities outside the
Anglo-European tradition, particularly in China and Japan.
First publication of the complete plays of Chaim Potok. With the exception of the The Chosen, none have been previously available.

The story of two fathers and two sons and the pressures on all of them to pursue the religion they share in the way that is best
suited to each. And as the boys grow into young men, they discover in the other a lost spiritual brother, and a link to an unexplored
world that neither had ever considered before. In effect, they exchange places, and find the peace that neither will ever retreat
from again.
A collection of stories about six different young people who each experience a life-changing event.
?:?????????
Entries examine the life and work of more than 75 contemporary Jewish-American novelists.
“Extraordinary . . . No one but Chaim Potok could have written this strangely sweet, compelling, and deeply felt novel.”—The
Cleveland Plain Dealer In his powerful My Name is Asher Lev, Chaim Potok gave the world an unforgettable character and a
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timeless story that The New York Times Book Review hailed as “little short of a work of genius.” The Chicago Sun-Times declared
it “a story that had to be told.” Now, Chaim Potok’s beloved character returns to learn, to teach, to dream, in The Gift of Asher
Lev. Twenty years have passed. Asher Lev is a world-renowned artist living with his young family in France. Still, he is unsure of
his artistic direction. Success has not brought ease to his heart. Then Asher’s beloved uncle dies suddenly, and Asher and his
family rush back to Brooklyn—and into a world that Asher thought he had left behind forever. It is a journey of confrontation and
discovery as Asher purges his past in search of new inspiration for his art and begins to understand the true meaning of sacrifice
and the painful joy in sharing the most precious gift of all. Praise for The Gift of Asher Lev “A masterwork.”—Newsday “Rivals
anything Chaim Potok has ever produced. It is a book written with passion about passion. You’re not likely to read anything better
this year.”—The Detroit News “Fascinating.”—The Washington Post Book World “Very moving.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
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